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Editors Lener 
Party of the Decade 

en years of Vanity Fair. Ten year 
of riot, revolution , and excess. 
Think of the magazine in your hands 
as a dinner party-a raucous , all
night affair, with companions who 
have just returned from faraway 
places with wonderful stories to tell. 
And they've brought pictures! 

This month Annie Leibovitz presents a re
markable portfolio of the heroes and heroines 
of Sarajevo, the unarmed soldiers who maintain the soul of 
the city while its body dies ... Dominick Dunne reports on 
the Los Angeles trial of the Menendez brothers, accused of 
murdering their parents for their inheritance (a story Dunne 
first covered for V.F. three years ago, when the boys were 
arrested) ... Bob Colacello has just come back from Paris 
with an inside look at the apartment everyone in Europe has 
been talking about but few have actually seen-the brilliantly 
outrageous home of art hostess Sao Schlumberger ... And 
Gail Sheehy breaks new ground in her ongoing examination 
of the stages of life, this time in a report on how a new 
generation of women is redefining what it means to be 50. 

There is much more-above all, beginning on page 197 , a 
scrapbook of just a few of the greatest hit from the past 10 
extraordinary years. As you leaf through thi s flashback you 
should know that getting the impossible-to-get stories re-

Cover 
Julia} 

Take Two 

8 

ON THE COVER 
Julia Roberts 

wears a knit-and
lace dress by 

Gianni Versace. 
Hair by 

Serge Normant. 
Makeup by 

Fram;ois Nars. 
Styled by 

Marina Schiano. 
Photographed 

exclusively for V.F. 
by Herb Ritts. 

quires not only the most tellar group of 
writers and photographers ever assembled 
under one roof, and the omnipresent eye of 
Alex Liberman (see page 274 for the tale of 
Liberman 's early years at Conde Nast), but 
a hugely talented and devoted staff working 
furiously behind the scenes. Some, like ex
ecutive literary editor Wayne Lawson and 
art and design director Charles Church
ward, have been here since the magazine's 

first year. Excellence is about the ability to make the ex
tremely difficult appear effortle s. This, Lawson, Church
ward, and their colleagues do every month. They are the 
chefs and sous-chefs of the dinner party. They snare and 
dress the movie star , hunt ideas and images, edit the often 
last-minute stories , design the stunning layouts, polish the 
prose, and double-check the facts. In short , they bring these 
pages as near to perfection as possible, with flair, flexibility, 
and dedication. And they stand ready as we prepare to cover 
the world's next 10 years-their riot , revolution , and ex
cess-in the way that only Vanity Fair can. 

~~&~· 
~or in chief 

Julia's gotta love it , left, 
standing barefoot in a teel-magnolia 
pose on the back porch of 
the Home Place plantation in 
Hahnvi lle, Louisiana. 
Roberts, with Herb Ritts in 
the upstairs parlor, below, wears 
a dress by Fernando Sanchez. 
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Contributors 
(Continued f rom page 26 ) 

Bob Colace/lo started writing for Y .F. 
under Leo Lerman, and has been a 

contributing editor, a senior editor, and a 
special correspondent for the magazine. 

This month he visits Sao Schlumberger's 
Paris dream home, page 260. 

returned to L.A. to cover the murder 
trial of the Menendez brothers . His 
first report on the story , " Nightmare 
on Elm Drive," appeared in the Oc
tober 1990 issue of V .F. 

Zoe Heller lives in London and is a 
feature writer for The Independent on 
Sunday . 

Kevin Sessums, who does commentary 
for Fox T V's Front Page, 

ca1tght up with } 1tlia Roberts in D .C. 
to ask her a few pertinent questions, 
starting on page 234 . l n j anuary, 

he will appear in Armistead Maupin's 
Tales of the City on PBS. 

Christopher Hitchens's latest book, 
For the Sake of Argument: Essays 
and Minority Rep orts, is just out 
from Verso . 

Edward Klein , who writes this month 
on New York 's tablo id wars, began hi s 
career as a copyboy fo r the New York 
Daily News . He has also worked for 
the old World Telegram and the Sun , 
N ewsday, and The N ew York T imes. 
''The only New York paper I haven ' t 
worked for," Kle in says, " is the 
Post , and fo rmer publi her Dolly 
Schiff once tried to hire me there." 

Wayne Maser, the photographer, is 
based in New York and L.A . Hi 
work has also appeared in American 
Vogue, A llure, and Interview. 

Gail Sheehy 's gro1mdbrectking reports 
on fema le and male menopame 

both appeared first in Y . F. 
She is mrrently exploring middle life 

for a book in progress. 
This month, beginning on page 270, 

she foams on "a phenomenon that 
everyone is noticing but no one 

has artimlated-the rise to mle of 
·women in their Flaming Fifties . " 

David Rieff has been traveling back 
and forth between Bosnia and the 
U.S. for the past year, and is writing 
a book about the war in the· former 
Yugoslavia . 

Michael Shnayerson is at work on a 
book for Random House about the un
precedented effort of Detroit 's Big 
Three car companies to create the fi rst 
mass-produced electric vehicle . 
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he Woman of the 90s will be in her 50s-or so it 
became apparent as I was pursuing my research. Ev
ery time I pick up a newspaper, another "flamer" is 
confidently assuming command: U.S. ambassador 
Madeleine Albright (56) , shaping world policy at the 
United Nations; Janet Reno (55) , balancing the 
scales of justice as America ' s first female attorney 
general ; Cabinet secretary Donna Shalala (52) , help

ing to lead the health-care reformation; Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
(60) , once the backseat wife encouraging her husband to go 
to law school , now joining Sandra Day O 'Connor on the 
Supreme Court. Just this year , Senators Dianne Feinstein 
(60) and Barbara Boxer (52) led a pack of 50-ish fresh
women into that bastion of aging male back scratchers: the 
U.S. Congress. In the fall of 1994, some 35 women , most in 
their 50s , expect to enter gubernatorial races. Women around 50 
now lead Canada (Kim Campbell , 46), Turkey (Tansu <;iller , 
47) and Norway (Gro Brundtland , 54) and are health and 
finance chiefs in various European countries . This trend will 
only widen as the aging of America and European societies 
accelerates. 

The Flaming Fifties woman is transforming the whole con
cept of middle life-from decline to rule. It may be a revival of 
women's ancient roles as priestesses and healers , a shift neces
sary to revive sick patriarchies and address a health and envi
ronmental crisis in the waning days of the 20th century. Or it 
may just be an old habit. The 50s woman belongs to a genera
tion that has pushed every step of the way. She broke out of 50s 
conformity into 60s revolution , 70s feminism , and 80s ambi
tion . With everything she 'd learned , she roared into the 1990s , 
having already detonated the expectations others had for her
and the ones she had for herself. 

Women in or soon to enter the Flaming Fifties actually 

The boomer point women are preceded across the great 
divide by women soc ialized in the 1950s, members of the so
called Silent Generation. They are anything but silent now. 
California state treasurer Kathleen Brown , 48, is already a 
fireball , gathering steam and an impress ive war chest as the 
favored gubernatorial candidate in the most populous state in 
the nation . It is fitting that thi s daughter of a fa mous political 
dynasty now assumes it is her tum to contend fo r the place of 
power once held by her family's men (former governors Pat 
Brown , her fa ther , and Jerry Brown, her brother) . At the far 
end of the Silent Generation are Governor Ann Richards (60) 

Disc uss io n at the June gathering foc used o n many subjects
from each woman's fee li ngs abo ut turning 50 to fo rg iveness. Pictured 

here , fi·om le.fi: Jung ian analy t Eli zabeth Stevenson . 
Mary Ann Goff, student , and J ud ith Jamison , arti stic director of the 

Alvin A iley American Dance Theater . 

straddle two generations. The point 
women of the Vietnam Generation , 
led by Hillary Clinton (45) , are al
ready in the passageway to the Flam
ing Fifties (and not all are happy 
about it). Mrs. Clinton herself said that 
of all the insulting campaign press criti
cisms , '' the only one that really hurt , 
and one of the few that was really true , 
is that I'm middle-aged . . .. I couldn ' t 
believe it when I saw that in print. " 

Although they may not realize it 
yet , Mrs. Clinton and other women in 
the Vietnam Generation (the forward 

"Something happened of its own accord;' 
says Joni Mltchell. "You ran feel it 

created by a chemical change in your body 
as you go over that hump:' 

half of the baby-boomers) stand to gain momentum from the 
sparks their older sisters have already thrown off. Consider 
this: by the year 2000 , of all adult American women , 42 
percent will be over 50. The U .S. Bureau of the Census 
predicts that this powerhouse age group will number nearly 
42 million by then , and it will only continue to swell: the 
fastest-growing age population is women between 40 and 60. 
How will American society reconcile its youth fetish with the 
values of its soon-to-be-50 baby-boomers? Having indulged 
themselves in the longest adolescence in history , will the 
forward guard of the Vietnam Generation , in their terror and 
disgust about aging , push the envelope of ' ' middle age '' to 60? 

of Texas and Governor Barbara Roberts (56) of Oregon. 
Like Kathleen Brown, both married and had babies earl y . 
Their children were out of the house while these women 
were still young, enabling them to be single- minded about 
climbing the ladder in a tough , male-dominated career struc
ture . By age 50 they were prepared fo r hi gh pos itions . 

In every fi eld of endeavor, women in the ir Flaming Fifties 
are exerting influence. Many who have led very public li ves 
are remaking themselves for a Second Adulthood right be
fore our eyes. In her earl y 50s, Glori a Ste inem (now 59) 
looked frozen in time. Still pencil-slim and leggy, in her 
signature minis, with her long 60s (Continued on page 302) 
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Becoming a Legend 

terial itself. In my experience with Vu, 
design didn ' t count. I never designed a 
layout at Vu. I'd look at the material and 
say, This is a wonderful picture , let ' s 
make it big , don ' t Jet 's have the title 
damage it. Or, conversely , I might allow 
the journalistic content of the title to 
dominate the image. I came to believe in 
the unexpected , in chance , in doing 
things that hadn ' t been done before and 
didn ' t conform to any established design 
principles. At Vogue, I wanted to break 
the design obsession , so I defended a 
more journalistic approach-rougher let
tering , no white space , crowded pages, 
messier layouts ." 

He was tilting at windmills , of course. 
Edna Chase , who had been editor in chief 
at Vogue since Alex was two years old, 
was not interested in messy layouts. She 
warned Jessica Daves , her eventual suc
cessor, that the art department must never 

The Flaming Fifties 

(Continued from page 273) hair , she had 
all the trappings of youth but moved 
with reluctance , without animation , as if 
she were afraid to crack the shell that 
had served her so long. She seemed un
sure of what, if anything , lay down 
deeper. 

" I'd been dealing with aging by defi
ance, " she told me in a conversation 
several years ago. " I was going to just 
continue the way I was . .. become a pio
neer dirty old lady who dresses very 
inappropriately . " But she realized the 
flaw in her defiance technique: '' Al
though you ' re defying convention ," she 
said , "you ' re not progressing. You ' re 
staying where you are , which is what 
I've always done ," never moving from 
sister to mother , or from beautiful young 
woman to wise mature woman. " The 
victory is not just hanging on to what 
you already have against all onslaughts , 
but that you could do something differ
ent , and better. " As she reached thi s un
derstanding , she broke out of a troubling 
writer's block and brought from the 
depths of her own struggle Revolution 
from Within, one of the signature books 
of this decade. 

Women in their 50s are asserting new 
power and perspectives in Hollywood. 
Sherry Lansing is chairman of Para
mount Pictures. Barbra Strei sand has 
emerged from her reclusive 40s and 
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be allowed to " take over" the magazine , 
and from time to time she would call Alex 
into her office and ask him to explain why 
he had chosen to use a photograph that 
struck her as singularly inelegant. As of
ten as not , the photograph was by Penn , 
and Alex could find no words to explain 
its strength or importance. Once , she 
summoned him to a meeting at Patce
vitch 's house to complain about the tab
loid-style lettering that kept appearing in 
Vogue. She sa id it was causing people to 
cancel their subscriptions. Alex didn ' t ar
gue the point , and from then on , until 
Mrs. Chase retired , there was less of the 
offensive Franklin Gothic type in the 
magazine. 

Alex and Mrs. Chase liked and respect
ed each other, but good manners kept him 
from telling her what he really thought. 
Alex felt , for example , that the title " art 
director" was a joke . The material that he 
dealt with in the art department every day 
was not art. The facile drawings of Eric or 
Willaumez were not art, and in Alex 's mind 

finds that at 5 I " I have much less fear." 
Strei sand is trying to push herse lf out in 
the world , " to be more loving , more 
compassionate. " Penny Marshall (the 
49-year-old director of A League of Their 
Own) and Nora Ephron (the fiftysome
thing writer-director of Sleepless in Seat
tle , who does not release her age) are 
pushing the boundaries as well. But stu
dio and network executives-" young cal
low men ," Bette Midler calls them
still haven ' t bothered to try to represent 
the real soul and pass ion of middle-aged 
women on-screen. " Nobody in Holly
wood says, Oh , boy-let 's do a play 
about a 54-year-old woman who falls in 
love , who still has poss ibilities!" com
plains Wendy Wasserstein , the 42-year
old playwright who did just that in The 
Sisters Rosensweig, her hit comedy about 
three accomplished , still-lusty s isters. 
(Jane Alexander , 53 , one of the play ' s 
original stars, moved a month ago from 
performer to policymaker as Pres ident 
Clinton 's choice to head the National 
Endowment for the Arts.) 

Some of America's favorite singers, who 
once strutted their seductiveness, are now 
composing a more fit , streamlined , and 
self-assured sexuality appropriate to their 
Flaming Fifties . Tina Turner , fearful at 53 
that " you can ' t be a rock ' n ' roll old 
woman ," tested the waters on tour thi s 
summer and proved otherwise. Her body , 

photographs-even Penn 's photographs
could never be works of art , either. Photo
graphs to him were documents-momen
tary glimpses of something that could be 
printed in ink on a magazine page and 
eventually discarded. That was their func
tion and their fate. Although he had 
scarcely painted since he left Europe, 
Alex thought he knew what it meant to be 
an artist , and that knowledge , held in re
serve in the back of his mind as something 
to which he could always return, made the 
absurdities and the frustrations of fashion 
journalism more bearable . '' In a curious 
way I felt myself superior to everybody I 
was dealing with and to everything that 
I was doing ," he said , " because I felt that I 
was an artist. I knew what real art was , or 
thought I knew , and this gave me a great 
deal of self-confidence-the kind of un
questioning self-confidence you need to 
be a good editor or a good art director. I 
felt that if I chose something , a picture or 
a layout , it must be right and it must be 
good. It was right because I chose it. " D 

having matured , has a roundedness natu
ral at this age , but now projects even 
greater physicality and personal power
without trying so hard . Having escaped 16 
years of beatings by Ike Turner , Tina pub
lished her midlife autobiography to put an 
end to that chapter. Both the best-seller , I , 
Tina , and What 's Love Got to Do with It ?, 
the hit film based on the book , emphasize 
survival and resilience ; Tina won ' t stand 
for the label of victim. " I stood up for my 
life ," she told Vanity Fair. 

Like Tina Turner and Gloria Steinem, 
who have consciously reinvented them
selves for Second Adulthood, countless 
women in their 50s in writing classes, 
in journal s, and on stages across the 
country are rewriting the personal histo
ries of their young-adult years , not as 
songs and stories of victimization , de
feat , and despair , but as songs and sto
ries of transformation and triumph . Thi s 
same phenomenon has been noted in 
works of contemporary I itera!ure , where 
we now have a midlife-progress nar
rative for very nearly the first time 
in Western literature. In her book , Sqfe 
at Last in the Middle Years, Margaret 
Morganroth Gullette shows how early 
novel s by authors such as John Updike , 
Saul Bellow , Anne Tyler , and Margaret 
Drabble depicted young-adulthood as a 
threatening and overwhelming time . But 
as the writers themse lves have moved 
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The Flaming Fifties 

beyond that dangerous age, their charac
ters have discovered the benefits that can 
follow lost youth: "I'm more myself 
than I've been my whole life long," 
says Macon Leary, protagonist of Ty
ler's novel The Accidental Tourist. 

We are talking here about something 
that goes beyond any particular 

generation or social class or the details 
of private lives. The Flaming Fifties are 
part of a fundamental change in the adult 
life cycle . Indeed , I believe this pres
ages a new set of stages across the entire 
life span. In this century alone , human be
ings have broken the evolutionary pattern. 
In 1900, a woman ' s proper expectation of 
50 was to be dead. (Americans born in 
1900 had a life expectancy of 4 7.) Today , 
the average middle-class member of most 
advanced societies can anticipate a 30-
year stretch-or more-of mentally ac
tive, productive living after 50. Two
thirds of the total gain in life expectancy 
since the human species emerged has been 
made in this century! 

For healthy women Second Adulthood 
may actually last longer than young
adulthood. Epidemiological studies sug
gest that an American woman who reaches 
age 50 today-free of cancer and heart 
disease-can expect to see her 92nd 
birthday. Pacesetting women of the Si
lent Generation and the ascendant Viet
nam Generation are already mapping out 
new ways to remain fully alive during 
these extra years. 

To be sure, this new consciousness has 
not reached everywhere. Many mature 
women still suffer from internalized im
ages of themselves as tired, shapeless , 
sexless , and superfluous. Some continue 
with behaviors that contribute to acceler
ated deterioration, such as chain-smoking, 
drinking, and eating fatty foods. Blue-col
lar workingwomen and wives , in particu
lar, may look and feel a decade older than 
professional women , especially if their 
middle-class status is being threatened by 
global economic realignment. Joyce Gib
son, the 50-year-old wife of a United 
Auto Workers member at Caterpillar, who 
has watched both companies and unions 
abandon her generation, told The Wall 
Street Journal: ''Our lives are dangling 
out here." 

The passage into Second Adulthood 
must be distinguished from the earlier 
midlife passage, which is about the dying 
of youth and which generally occurs as we 
enter our 40s. Even as we arrive at the full 
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maturity of our First Adulthood , we are 
confronted with fearsome signals that we 
can no longer take for granted the physi
cal, sexual , and occupational advantages 
that go with youth (can ' t read fine print; 
can't work, drink, or make love all night; 
can't bounce right back after straining a 
muscle; can't get pregnant without effort 
and risk) . 

These first signs begin to register for 
women in their mid-30s, often occasion
ing an early midlife personal inventory. 
To the degree that one is introspective, 
artistic, nontraditional, or easily unsettled 
by change, the midlife transition between 
these two definitive eras of adult life can 
take on the character of crisis. Others 

udy Collins 
says she found passing 

into her 
50s exhilarating. 

"At last, we 
can get started!" 

adapt more gradually and easily. By their 
mid-40s most women have restabilized, 
but the themes introduced in the early 
midlife passage are recapitulated in the 
late 40s. 

Indeed, the late 40s often represent the 
pits for women, while the early 50s find 
them at their peak. According to my sur
vey, the women with the lowest sense of 
well-being were, on average, 47 years 
old, while those enjoying the highest 
sense of well-being were, on average , 53 . 
(This range also represents t~e acute peri
od of biological passage for the average 
woman going through menopause.) But 
since entering their Flaming Fifties , a ma
jority of these older women say, they have 
become more accepting of the aging pro
cess-less self-conscious and more out
spoken. But before one breaks into this 
most productive stage , one must accept 
losses of certain cherished strengths that 
are fundamental to the identity of young
adulthood. Everyone feels anger and frus
tration at physical changes in the body . 

For women, these losses are further ac
centuated by menopause. Letting go of 
the godlike power of reproduction natural
ly brings on a phase that is cheerless, if 
not bleak. 

" When I turned 50, I cried a lot ," says 
New York businesswoman Judy Corman , 
describing a common reaction. " You 
have to grieve , and then when you come 
out on the other side, it feels very liberat
ing." Corman , already a successful shop 
owner, moved on to expand her educa
tion. On " the other side ," she found 
work with deeper meaning for her, as di
rector of public information for Phoenix 
House , the nation's largest drug-abuse 
service agency. 

Singer-songwriter Joni Mitchell al so de
scribes a pits-to-peak passage. When we 
first talked , she was a mere babe of 48. 
When I asked her if she knew how to be 
50, she answered mystically : " It will 
make itself known . '' Two years later I 
went back. 

"I worry differently, " she said. " I 
went over the hump of the middle-life cra
zies . There is a kind of mourning peri
od-you go into grief for those things you 
can no longer do. But then something 
happened of its own accord. You can feel 
it created by a chemical change in your 
body as you go over that hump. Things 
don ' t bother me for as long. You weed 
them out. You have a greater ability to let 
go and say , 'Oh , I don ' t want to think 
about that now ,' which is the thing I al 
ways admired about men. '' 

An intriguing bit of biological research 
might validate Mitchell's artistic intuition. 
Between 40 and 60 , people may actually 
lose cells in the part of the brain that re
sponds to stress,- the locus coeruleus . 

It is particularly impressive to hear 
someone who has battled illness and de
pression all her life , as Joni Mitchell has , 
describe coming out into the clear at 50. 
The "Trouble Child " (the title of a song 
on her brilliant album Court and Spark) , 
who retreated from society in her 20s, 
"figuring I' d just gone funny ," has ·al
ways camped out on the thin line between 
madness and genius . When I sat with her 
in L.A. in 1991 , she was nervous and 
edgy, still chain-smoking. She had a 
black beret perched over her braided sit-. 
ver-blond hair, and her skin had the fragil
ity of parchment. She acknowledges now 
that doing a lot of drugs ''dries your juices 
right up-it really ages you. But I have no 
desire to go under the blade ," she added 
defiantly. 

A solid second marriage to a man 
younger by 13 years brought her person
al happiness but disappointed her fans , 
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The Flaming Fifties 
who would prefer her miserable and rav
ing about love lost. ''It was good for my 
life and bad for my career," she laughs. 
Fans also insisted that this icon of the 
60s look eternally young-"because if 
you look good for your age, then they 
look good for their age.'' It was a time 
to retreat. Mitchell refused to repeat her
self artistically and for a decade avoided 
performing . 

As she neared 50, she found a renewed 
joy in songwriting. " Rather than turn into 
a jukebox, I've grown from this period of 
fallowness," she told me recently. She 
sings and records until two in the morning 
and then paints until dawn. But she's 
stopped painting for the art world (which, 
she says, wants "chenille toilet seats with 
embroidered bunnies") and relies on her 
own philosophy: "Paint what you like, 
and fuck 'em.'' She is working out a way to 
make her guitar sound like a complete or
chestra, and she's found a family in the 
denizens of a local restaurant where she 
hones her mischievous humor. "I'm get
ting back to fun, " she told me. With a 
new album due out next year, Joni is con
templating a solo tour. When she sepa
rated recently from her husband, Joni 
did not lapse into the usual depression . 
"Right now I feel happy and produc
tive-and friendly. That's new." A girl
friend keeps asking her, " Joni, you're 
separated, why aren't you depressed?" 
Her answer speaks volumes about women 
in their 50s. 

''I'm just not going to be." Joni Mitch
ell grins. " I've done that already." 

Psychologically speaking, an old self 
has to die before a new one can be 

born. And the cycle of death and rebirth 
has definite phases, although there is con
siderable variation in the ages at which we 
grapple with the transition into the second 
half of adult life. If one has to pick a 
norm, 45 represents the old age of youth, 
while 50 initiates the youth of a woman's 
Second Adulthood. In between, a mourn
ing phase usually sets in. 

Whether we recognize it consciously 
or not, both women and men in their 
mid- to late 40s are simultaneously 
undergoing the dying of youth and stum
bling into the infancy of Second Adult
hood. The striving, competing , proving, 
and besting of rivals that lent a furious 
intensity to our young-adulthood, form
ing the basis of our ego identity, now 
feel more like dull repetitions of duty: 
Why do I have to work so hard? What is it 
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all for? This disillusion and ennui is just 
as natural to this passage as mood swings 
are to adolescence. 

That is presumably why Hillary Rodham 
Clinton was "really hurt" at being called 
middle-aged. She wasn't yet ready to iden
tify with the stage ahead; few people in their 
mid-40s are. But the surest indication that 
she is now caught up in the turmoil of this 
passage came in her stream-of-conscious
ness (delivered without notes) speech at the 
Liz Carpenter Lectureship Series at the 
University of Texas, for which she broke 
away from her father's deathbed. "Why 
is it in a country as wealthy as we 
are . . . that we lack, at some core level, 
meaning in our individual lives and mean
ing collectively-that sense that our lives 
are part of some greater effort, that we are 
connected to one another? . .. We are, I 
think, in a crisis of meaning." 

The search for meaning becomes the 
universal preoccupation of Second Adult
hood: it could even be called the Meaning 
Crisis. Moreover, one can no longer hope 
to be rescued by the father; approaching 
50, we become our own fathers. In the 
case of the president's wife, her father's 
death must be reconciled with accepting 
full ownership of her awesome new politi
cal powers. Mrs . Clinton's vague, vulner
able references to a "politics of meaning" 
over the last year are a sign that she is 
well and actively engaged in the transfor
mative work of this passage. (Which also 
explains those young male warriors at The 
New Republic and The New York Times 
who are so eager to ridicule and debunk her 
search for meaning in politics; they're too 
young to get it.) In Japan, at the G-7 eco
nomic summit last summer, there were sig
nals that the First Lady was just beginning 
to put a toe in the waters of the Flaming 
Fifties. She told The Washington Post, 
''One of the big things about being here is 
to find out how young 50 sounds.'' 

At the culmination of my research, I 
had a last-minute idea for a bru·nch 

at my apartment in Manhattan . I wanted 
to share ideas about common themes in 
our personal journeys with some of the 
thoughtful women I'd interviewed over 
the past several years. It seemed fitting to 
bring it all together. I started by calling up 
singer Judy Collins . " I wouldn't miss it!" 
she said, and the next half-dozen women I 
phoned all sounded just as tickled. Con
gresswoman Lucille Roybal-Allard, the 
first Mexican-American woman elected to 
the House , vowed to break away from the 
debate on the president's tax bill. Judith 
Jamison, artistic director of the Alvin Ai
ley American Dance Theater, was enthu-

siastic, as was Linda Ellerbee, who had a 
refreshing concern. The TV anchorwom
an turned essayist and producer wanted to 
be sure I knew she was only 48. Would 
that disqualify her? Hardly. She sounded 
genuinely flattered to be invited-a good 
sign. Identifying with older women is a 
positive step toward a successful passage 
to Second Adulthood. 

Within 24 hours , an all-star team of 
nine women had eagerly accepted my in
vitation to come together in a celebration 
of our Flaming Fifties. Stunning in its ab
sence was any hesitation among the invi
tees about going on the record about their 
ages. Sitting in my bedroom before they 
arrived that Sunday afternoon in June, I 
reviewed my notes on their lives. 

"The first half of my life has been an 
attempt to get over the hurdles of mother
hood, divorce, and trying to get the right 
to be an artist," Judy Collins had told me. 
''The most difficult thing to remember is 
that this is what you're supposed to be do
ing. It's almost a daily struggle." 

Like so many women wishing for total 
acceptance from a parent, Judy has had to 
overcome the habit of driving herself to
ward the perfection she subliminally hoped 
might finally secure her father's love. A 
mythic figure to her, Judy's late alcoholic 
father hosted a popular Denver radio show. 
She was his "dreamboat," the gifted vehi
cle of his own aspirations . Though blind , he 
played the piano well, but Judy was expect
ed to fulfill his dream of becoming a seri
ous musician. He fully supported her as a 
performer, yet she was invisible to him as 
a little girl. When he demanded that she 
play a piano piece beyond her capacities 
on his show, she started thinking about 
how much simpler it would be to be dead . 
Her suicide attempt at 14 initiated a long 
battle with depressive episodes. 

During her 20s, after a divorce and cus
tody battles, it became clear she had a 
problem with alcohol. In her 30s " this 
thing inside of me-the talent-made me 
a prisoner, almost a hostage .. The other 
side of me, the side who wants to have 
fun, was dragged along, fearful, always 
wondering, Can I do this?" Her career 
ruled her life and she became dependent 
on her record company to "take care o( 
me." Reaching her late 30s, she was still 
acting like the gifted child . But by then 
"my act was a total disaster," she said. 
"I couldn't sing, I couldn't work. The 
next step would have been a locked ward.'' 
Elektra Records later dropped her flat. 

The day after she committed to sobri
ety, she met a man with whom she has 
achieved the first mature love relationship 
of her life. But true healing, she said, 
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